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Abstract: Multimedia information education is along with the computer network technology development and appear of a new type of teaching mode, the domestic sports also has been committed to exploring network education technology and college physical teaching integration research. The development of modern science and technology, effectively improving the development of undertakings of physical culture and sports, especially in the area of sports information, the intervention of computer multimedia technology, has realized the rapid acquisition of all kinds of information, processing and integration and sharing. Spot investigation, questionnaire investigation, this paper uses the methods of comparative analysis to describe the multimedia information technology education in the universities sports teaching the application of the status quo, analysis of the application of the multimedia information technology education in colleges and universities physical teaching mode, advantages and existing problems of teaching, makes judgments for the role of network teaching in the universities physical teaching and provides theoretical and practical significance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia technology applied in the field of sports information, is to realize the sports information completeness, timeliness and modern methods of reality, society and the popularization of computer network technology, rapid development has become the multimedia technology in the field of sports information in the application of the booster, constant research and improvement of multimedia information system, it is very necessary. Because of sports information itself except words and pictures, there are a lot of video and audio information, in addition, in recent years, the vigorous development of the sports field in China, makes the number of sports information, growing scientific uses the multimedia technology, implementation of the processing of sports information, has become the current trend of the development of sports information system [1-5].

Multimedia information technology refers to the students under teacher’s guidance and cooperation, the use of computer network technology and learning guidance and information resources, and adopts effective way to achieve learning goals of the new education pattern, which mainly involves computer technology, multimedia technology and network interactive technology, etc. In 1995, the international association of remote education network education for the first time the world conference in the UK; in 1989, the organization for economic cooperation and development of education research and discovery center published a paper, “information technology in education”. The economic developed countries such as the United States, Britain and Australia have been carried out network education; physical education modernization is the inevitable trend in the social development. Network education technology applied in the sports teaching is an important symbol of modern sports teaching, sports network or the network will be a bright symbol of sports modernization [6-10]. Development of education of sports resources in network, the advantages of application of multimedia technology and improve the quality of physical education teaching, optimize teaching management, has become a developing direction of modernization of physical education teaching. But in the aspect of network in colleges and universities sports teaching in our country, has not yet formed an independent teaching system, this paper through on-the-spot investigation and so on a variety of forms, to the research and evaluation on the physical network teaching model, the results will be the future sports in our country, the formation of the network teaching system, the development of science and application of important basis.

2. THE MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY

Research on multimedia technology, first should understand the meaning of the media, the media refers to carry information carrier, is a kind of expression form of information (Fig. 1). As the name suggests, multimedia is the integration of two or more media and complex technology, refers to rely on computer equipment for a variety of text, data and graphics, image processing and multimedia information integration, storage, can realize the data real-time sharing and use of information by the user's own senses to realize information between the computer and communication technology, people are usually called the multimedia computer
technology, the technology is a blend of two or more media medium, has the following features: (1) carrying the diversity of information means, in short, is refers to the variety of information carrier, if from the point of view, computer is the diversity of information media. (2) Multimedia commun- tatively, all kinds of information through between the user and the computer exchange behavior, into computer to pro cess and operating data, also, to say the exchange of sex is the most basic characteristics of multimedia technology. (3) Another important feature of their multimedia technology is the integration, due to the system can collect and deal with all kinds of data. Therefore, to realize the processing of these data, must want to rely on the powerful processing system, and this system is centered on computer integrated media integration and the integration of processing all kinds of information processing equipment [11-15]. (4) - digital media in digital form. (5) - sounds, real-time dynamic image (video) change over time.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTS AND METHODS

In accordance with the need of this research, in Yanshan University, Shenzhen University, Hunan University of science and technology, a random sample of 300 college students of three universities, completed the questionnaire, discusses college students in the college physical education class settings and traditional recognition degree. This article uses the research methods of literature, field investigation, questionnaire survey, comprehensive analysis method.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Physical Teaching Present Situation and the Necessity of Multimedia Teaching

In the mid-1980s, physical teaching reform in colleges and universities to make most of the adopted the public physical education in higher education teaching methods, to improve the enthusiasm of teaching and learning, but some problems still exist: (1) a single teaching content. The contents of the traditional school teaching basic for three big ball, ball, martial arts, aerobics, fitness, swimming, and so on more than ten items are common and popular sport project, not content set widely and arranging a large amount of physical exercise. The teaching content set already unable to meet the contemporary college students and individual character is dye-in-the-wood wide interest hobby. (2) The teaching class hour less. In 1979 the ministry of education promulgated the "ordinary high school physical education teaching outline" regulation of college public physical education classes for 140 hours and 2002 "national ordinary higher school physical education curriculum teaching instruction summary" regulations compulsory system of public physical education in colleges and universities for two years, period is set to 144 hours, the total school no change, the basic lesson once a week. Questionnaire survey was conducted on 300 students showed that 16. 33% of students think that the current sports "deviate too little," 53.67% of the students think "deviate less"; only 27.33% and 2.67% of the students think that is all right "class" and "bullish" (Table 1). There are 57.33% of students think only relying on traditional classroom teaching cannot meet the demand of their own physical education learning (Table 2). (3) The traditional sports teaching and extracurricular sports lack of contact. The domestic many colleges and universities physical education teachers only pay attention to the completion of the task of physical education in the classroom students extracurricular exercises of organization, management, guide the lack of awareness, the student class-odd exercise laissez faire. Some characteristics of the technique of network education just can make up for the shortage. Rich sports network teaching material and learn the characteristics of asynchronous teaching time unlimited determines it can undertake sports learning outside the classroom, become a kind of ex tension of sports class, to develop the students' learning content and learning time. Teacher can also through the network interactive technologies asynchronous to guide the students' sports exercise and learning after class, so that students in a class to be able to obtain knowledge as well as classroom teaching of sports. The application of the network education technology to the current physical education teaching in class, the problem of a class is a good solution.

Fig. (1). Media intuitive schematic diagram.
4.2. Physical Teaching Mode Analysis under Multimedia Technology

In current network teaching in domestic universities, sports teaching has not yet formed an independent teaching system, to carry out the teaching experiment of the school network teaching as a whole part of the physical education teaching mode, a kind of means. This kind of teaching mode includes online learning, three systems of classroom teaching and extracurricular activities. So here for the evaluation of the effect of network teaching refers to the whole teaching system under the network environment effect evaluation. For the design of evaluation index and specification is as shown in Table 3. Studies have shown that two kinds of teaching mode under network environment have the certain superiority in the teaching effect. Main show is as follows:

4.2.1. Direct Effect

The results show that the three schools in terms of physical education teaching contents, based on network technology, with the aid of network resources, widen the teaching content. Yanshan University and utilization of network resources "survival fitness" can't imagine this kind of traditional sports teaching curriculum. In terms of teaching object, the same faculty condition, auxiliary teaching using the network education technology, it can be finished at the same time several times higher than that of the traditional teaching students knowledge of sports theory and special theory study, improve the efficiency of teaching, the students learning process become more simple, can at any time, place, from any chapter started learning any sports content, can be repeated learning, jumping, and using the Internet query relevant knowledge repository outside the college. Can see clearly from the Table 4 sports network teaching than the traditional sports teaching is more advantageous to the teaching content of mastery.

Studies have shown that network auxiliary teaching environment of physical education on students' physical education learning ability, lifelong sports consciousness and rich knowledge of the role of obvious. "New curriculum stan-
standard" clearly put forward the "through the Internet access to sports and health knowledge and methods of the ability" as the level of the physical education on students' social adaptation ability training objectives. Pay attention to the students to use network resources under the network teaching environment for autonomous learning, from a certain extent, this benefits to achieve the goal of physical education in the field.

4.2.2. Indirect Effect

The application of the network education technology would lead to a great change of the traditional teaching mode, through the new teaching model of indirect role in school sports goal. The experimental group and the control group students has been for two years of follow-up evaluation, found that the physical conditions of students' sports participation and teaching mode and the control group was significantly different, is superior to the traditional sports teaching. The evaluation of students' body quality includes two aspects of students physical exercise, exercise after class. Strengthen students' physique for school sports goal is one of the first; for sports teaching goal is secondary. Under the network environment of the sports teaching not to establish "strengthen students' physique" to be the principal goal of physical education teaching, but focus more on cultivating students' consciousness and habit of exercise, and awareness of sports functions, and achieve enhanced physique in the form of free exercise of school physical education basic goal. Network teaching mode of physical education through network management to student's extracurricular learning and after-school exercises offer certain mandatory, is advantageous to the student extracurricular physical exercise habits. As the student sports study self-consciousness, physical exercise habits, the teaching mode of "enhanced physique of students gradually emerge and show some delayed. At the same time, the new teaching mode under the network environment for the realization of "strengthening physique" is not entirely dependent on the advantage of network teaching, but with many factors such as the sports teaching mode reform itself together, have a positive impact to the students. The application of the network education technology brought conditions for sports teaching mode reform, and its implicit function by the new teaching mode.

4.3. Physical Network Teaching Existing Problems in Colleges

Network teaching needs to establish certain teaching situation, use network resources platform, collaborative and autonomous learning. Network autonomous learning is learners and online learning materials, teachers, classmates one-to-many interactive, it is not absolute isolation study; and self-study is one-on-one interaction between learners and learning materials, there is no the participation of teachers and peers. But because most of the teachers did not accept the network teaching of skills training, so in the teaching process, teachers cannot be carried out on the course as a whole and organization. Teachers' own quality is limited, the network curriculum organization, goal setting is difficult to strictly follow the teaching pattern. The teacher in the teaching goal, teaching process control and the education of developing network teaching thought there is a certain deviation.

During October 9, 2006, in the research of three colleges and universities and information feedback results show that the physical education teachers ignore the impart learning methods, ignore the interaction of application, complete the student to the computer network, the lack of students' autonomous learning process monitoring. Abandoned in the evaluation of student performance in the network teaching should be based on performance evaluation, should make an objective and fair evaluation became the tool of students opportunistic, lost the physical network teaching the teaching advantages.

Physical education teaching in colleges and universities to step into the information process, you must put the sports network information resources development and utilization in the first place. In the universities physical teaching according to different application target, set up different material properties of the material library, in a certain sense, is the implementation of physical education in the network. In the development of network technology in the teaching of physical education function at the same time, also met a lot of problems. The students and teachers generally reflect the sports material quality problem, has become the main problems affecting the effect of network teaching. Survey also shows that only 17.4% of students satisfied with the campus network of sports material production level. At present the domestic various universities sports sites and sports project learning website there are many problems existing in the sports teaching material.

(1) Of project-based learning website and domestic colleges and universities sports teaching a lot of material on the website is only the original physical textbooks to realize a simple "move", rarely provide heuristic teaching method in
(2) Students use network resources for independent learning, visitor and teachers, visitor and the visitor, communication and coordination between visitor and resource is particularly important. But at present domestic universities sports teaching website for teachers and students in the use of interactive methods, and most of the interactive system is in a state of "idle", make the network teaching lost a very important part of the teaching process.

(3) The multimedia teaching resources is conducive to sports important features of the network learning. It relies mainly on the text, voice, images, animation, film and TV clips. But in domestic colleges and universities sports teaching material performance form too one fold, rarely combined several ways (Fig. 2). From the law embodied, the material expression techniques and communication coordination level, the domestic development of college physical education learning website is a less mature period. This is also in the physical network teaching one of the most fundamental technical problems.

5. THE APPLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE UNIVERSITIES PHYSICAL TEACHING

Physical teaching requires students to master a lot of action, and the use of animation image can show the rotation, moving, for the difficult can also slow play or repeated, can let students intuitive understanding each movement trajectory and space position change of parts of the body. Traditional sports teaching is to rely on textbooks on static pictures to show the action, if teachers explain or demonstration is flawed, then it will influence the teaching effect, and the use of multimedia information technology can solve these
problems. Teachers can be collected from the Internet video, pictures, sounds, etc., used in the teaching in inserts them into the courseware applied in physical education teaching. In the teaching process teachers can slow or repeat playback, video, images can also be treated in text, make the teaching process "action", the process of facilitating students to understand memory and imitation.

Computer is an interactive, and teachers can use this feature to improve the teaching effect. The interpretation of the rules of football, for example, in order to let students understand the concepts of offside, can use the computer to write some interactive practice: in the picture, there are two linesman, another don't lift a hand flag, requests the student to choose says that a linesman offside, if a student answer wrong, will pop-up dialog box, and the next one encouraging words and button; If students correct answer, also the pop-up dialog box, there are words of praise and the next button. Teachers can speak excellent athletes and ordinary athlete motion pictures show come out, let the student analysis and comparison, find the differences and analyzes their action of can help students improve the sports action (Fig. 3).

**CONCLUSION**

Physical network teaching than the traditional physical teaching has certain advantages. Network teaching is not only greatly change the students' sports knowledge source structure and the approach to learning, and to training students' physical education learning ability, has an obvious role in promoting the lifelong learning habit; Network teaching can make up for the traditional single teaching content, the defect of too little; Network education technology of the asynchronous nature of teaching and modern teaching means the exploration of new school sports teaching mode and the deepening of teaching reform. Network education technology application in the extracurricular sports a huge space for development. The asynchronous teaching function of network teaching management and guidance of school extracurricular sports, auxiliary students' physical education learning, extension of school physical education class, therefore has the very big development space.

Network education technology in the sports teaching the application also has its limitations. Based on considerations of school physical education basic goal, sports network teaching can optimize the effect of physical education teaching in some respects, part of the sports teaching goal, cannot exist as an independent form of teaching and can complement and expand the role of traditional teaching mode. The sports sites and online material quantity and quality are the priorities for college network education technology development and application problems. In brief, to explore the scientific teaching organization form, improve the teaching quality is the root of the physical network teaching development.
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